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Though modern astronomers and astro-phycisists like Stephen Hawking have their doubts
about interstellar travel there are countless references to inter-dimesional travel in mostly
ancient Indian texts: The 'Kandha Puranam' (nearlly 17 million years ago)mentions that the
Asura (Titan) King 'Sooran' ruled over 1008 universes and had 'vimanas' or flying crafts that
could in an instant travel all over space cutting across dimensions at tremendous speed,that
could hover in mid-air,over water,disappear and re-appear all of a sudden and had a host of
stealth-weapons,even 'nuclear-winter' is mentioned for it is said that the entire world was
enveloped in darkness caused by Sooran during the war; Lord Muruga possessed the 'Peacock
Craft' that could circumvent the '14 worlds' and fly beyond in a micro-second and his "missile
with the lengthy flame"(nedunchudar Vel) was 'voice-activated' and re-useable and was so
powerful that it blew up into smitherns the 'Kraunja' mountain which even our modern day
nuclear weapons cannot do according to scientists; The Ramayana(1.7 million years ago)
mentions that Emperor Ravana's 'Pushpaka vimana' which he captured from 'Kubera' the Lord of
riches in heaven could host "as many passengers as it takes",there were stun-weapons and
stealth-technology; In the Mahabharata war(3500 b.c.) nuclear weapons like the 'brahmastra'
were used and there is mention of numerous flying crafts of the Lords (Angels) of Asuras
(Titans) and Rakshasas (Demons) who all travelled to and fro from the upper and lower worlds;
The 'Sri Linga Purana' mentions that Lord Brahma's 'Swan Craft' flew and transcended the
seven upper worlds while Lord Vishnu's 'Boar Craft' 'tunnelled' though the seven lower worlds
and went even beyond 'Baathala' the lowest plane which all reminds us of blackholes being
portals and shortcuts to parallell universes which is being theoretically proved today!; More than
2500 years ago the Japanese Royal Family's ancestors met with the 'Sun God' who landed on
Mount Fuji and were presented with a sword and an orb which are still in the Imperial Palace in
Japan; The native Indian's forefathers living on 'sun Island' on lake Titicaca in South America
were visited by the Sun God; The Dogon tribes of Mali have a tradition that their forefathers had
sailed on a great ship that flew down form Sirius the star,but what is interesting is that they don
spacesuit-like gear and celebrate their home-coming once every fifty two years which is when
sirius comes in direct alignment with our world!



Adi Sankara in his Viveka Chudamani says that just as it is a fallacy to think that the space within
a pot (gada akasa) and without it are different, similarly the individual mind and the Cosmic mind
are no different. When Total Knowledge of the Soul (suddha chaitanya) is realized, which is
nothing but Pure Consciousness, there is absolutely no difference between the Creator and the
created. Was man programmed to grow to be even 100 feet tall in an earlier era as many
religions and cultures claim that there were giants on earth in those days just as there were
gigantic animals and birds? Does transition which is the endless cycle of birth and death end
only when man attains the golden radiant-form of the Lord which unlike the physical body is not
constructed of atoms of our plane?Can man conquer death by realizing the “science of breath”
and attain immortallity and transit through the various planes and dimensions (transition or death
to the fully evolved being is performed with total awareness and is pre-determined and he either
leaves his physical body willingly (known as iccha mrityu in Sanskrit) or de-materializes, that is
disappear) and finally transcend to the highest plane by evolving into various bodies and tattvas
(principles) of the relative planes which he already posseses as claimed by the Perfected
persons the Siddhars (Siddhas in Sanskrit) like Thiruvalluvar? Can the ageing process be
reversed and can one turn young (for eternity) as claimed by Siddhars like Sivavakkiar and
proved by Perfected Beings like Lord Chaitanya and Saint Ramalingam whose transfiguration
were witnessed by many? Though the glorification of the physical body is spurned by most,
Siddhars like Thirumoolar and Sri Aurobindo in ‘The Supramental Manifestation’ and ‘The
Synthesis of Yoga’ emphatically state that for Perfection to be complete the physical body too
has to become Perfect. How many years does it take for one to turn perfect? When this question
was put to the Mother of Pondicherry, she replied:” 300 years, or even a 1000 years!” When
questioned again a thousand years from when, replied:” A Thousand years from when one
realizes and starts the process!” So one can understand that Perfection takes place over
thousands of births!Could the Siddhars who were masters of alchemy (rasavadham) turn base
metal into gold and did they possess herbal-potions by utilizing which they could teleport to
distant places?Does man attain the ‘Eight Great Supernatural Powers’ (Ashtanga Siddhis) while
on the verge of Perfection and is levitation of the physical body only a sign of it for in Sanskrit
‘Uthapena’ or levitation is explained as just as the string acquires the fragrance of the flowers
strung on it, man’s physical body too gradually attains the qualities of the subtle or spiritual
body? Does everything have ‘life’ within it as many ancient Indian texts like the ‘Sri Shiva
Rahasya’ say that life is said to be in the ‘sleep-state’ in stones, in the ‘dream-state’ in plants and
trees, in the ‘woken-state’ in animals, in the ‘reasoning-state’ in man and in the ‘Blissfull or
Eternally happy-state’ in Enlightened man? Do all the rivers, lakes, mountains, planets, stars
have an individual Soul as claimed by Siddhars (Perfected Beings) and is the claim of a
Japanese Scientist who says that the earth itself is a gigantic living-organism and the claim of
the System Theorists of the Western countries who say that like innumerable cells constitute an
organ and many organs constitute a body, countless life-forms constitute the earth, true?
Thirumoolar a Tamil Siddhar or Perfected Being claims emphatically:”One alone creates the



worlds seven; One alone sustains the world seven, One alone destroys the worlds seven; One
alone is the worlds seven along with all lives too.”(“…Oruvanumae ullagodu uierthanae.”) Does
the Soul extend to infinity as the Vedas claim and do they have eyes, ears, arms and legs in all
directions (transcend space and thus time) for ‘Kshatriya’ or warrior-clan of ancient India, the
‘Ninjas’ and ‘Samurai’ of Japan and ‘Tanjian Monks’ of China could telescope their hearing to
incredible distances, sense opponents hidden beyond walls and see persons and events of the
past and future? Could the Ninjas in a deep meditative-state send endorphins coursing through
their blood-stream to calm and cure massive injuries within a few minutes and the Siddhars of
India making even cancerous-growths and severe body-mutilations regain their former normal-
state within ‘no-time’?Is the Siddhars claim that by becoming space (for the Soul is said to be
nothing but Pure Consciousness that totally encompasses space) one can not only teleport to
distant places and be back in a jiffy but can be present at two or more places at the same time
as Jesus Christ, saint Anthony (of Padua), Guru Nanak (the founder of Sikhism), Sadasiva
Brahmendra, Saint Ramalingam and many others had done, true? Like Albert Einstein had
utilized the magnetic field created around the U.S. Naval ship ‘Eldridge’ (by placing a huge
copper rod measuring 400 feet which was the length of the ship, which was again wound in
copper wire and passing electricity like it is done within electric-generators) to propel and
teleport the ship from Philadelphia to Norfolk a distance of about 400 miles within no-time, could
man also teleport to distant places and be back in a jiffy by utilizing his magnetic-field or bio
plasmic body that he as well as the earth and all heavenly-bodies possess (astronomers have
recently discovered huge rotating magnetic-fields that could be portals to other dimensions and
other ‘parallel universes’) caused by their spin and the molten-iron at the core causing the
alternate flow of northern and southern poles, could man also who possesses the same fiery-
form being the Creative-Power or Energy of the Lord (the Kundalini Shakti) at the base Chakra
(whirling vortexes of energy and wisdom centre) to teleport? Can one attain the strength of an
elephant or a tiger by performing Samyama (meditative-state of coalescing ‘dharana’,’dhyana’
and ‘samadhi’ into one) as claimed by Saint Patanjali in his ‘Yoga Sutras’? Can one become
immune to all diseases and immune to all natural and man-made toxins and poisons just by
practicing yogic-breathing, yogic-meditation, chanting mantras or prayers combined with faith as
claimed by the Siddhars of India, Jesus Christ and modern research which says that even
hereditary genetic-diseases could be rectified by mere continuous positive-thinking? Can the
Siddhars who have the sight of the ‘third-eye’ perceive diseases manifesting in the Causal-body
(being an ultra-subtle body that we possess; kaarana udal in Tamil) itself and cleanse them even
months or years before taking root in the physical body thus even negating ‘karmaic’ diseases
which in modern terminology is known as genetic-diseases? Can these manifestations which
can be termed as ‘magnetic-impurities’ that resemble miniscule bats, spiders, crabs and
scorpions that latch on to the subtle bodies of man in hordes (drunkards, drug-addicts, rapists
and serial-murderers are often their target and induce them to indulge in their hineous-crimes)be
flushed away by pranic-breathing, sound-vibrations and bathing in salt-water etc., as claimed by



the Siddhars for it has now been found that wild-cats purr at a certain frequency to help cure
cuts and wounds and make their bones denser which are now being utilized in humans too?
(Scientists from the ‘Fauna Communications Research Institute’ in Carolina, U.S.A., have found
that the sound frequency of a house-cat is between 27 and 44 kilohertz and 20 to 50 for all
wildcats. Exposure to frequencies of 20-50 HZ strengthens human bones …)Does the hindrance
of the flow of any form of energy bring about sickness and ultimately lead to death? According to
Ayurveda, Siddha and Chinese medicine, the hindrance in flow of energy – ‘Prana’ or ‘Chi’
results in ill-health in the human body and similarly it is with blood-flow, flow of money and
blocking the flow of river-waters (which is also energy), that slowly but surely chokes the river as
well as hosts of life-forms to death and ultimately the earth itself is grieveously
harmed. ‘Phantom limbs’ are felt or sensations are experienced by amputees according to
Dr.Ramachandra of the U.S.A. but according to the Saiva Siddhanta Philosophy of the Tamils
these are true to the fullest poible sense for the Siddhars have proved through experiments that
the extension of the amputated portion lives on in the dream or subtle-body (and so it is with any
part of the body being removed and problems exist for hormones and others like the endocrine
glands keep on secreting chemicals irrespective whether certain organs are removed or not) but
it is not so in a person born with a deformity. The Mother of Pondicherry mentions that a person
dreamt of going blind in her left eye, and a few months later it happened likewise. Similarly when
the bridge between the physical and subtle bodies are severed, the person turns insane. On the
verge of death, a veil between the physical and subtle bodies lift and hence man is able to have
glimpses and experiences of the ‘other worlds’ and ‘after-death experiences’ and so Thomas
Alva Edison like many others, was able to claim on the verge of death:” It is very beautiful over
there…!” Is it possible to disable and even kill other life-forms by power of sight alone? Though
killing any life is never allowed under normal circumstances, there are very secretive techniques
that makes it possible to do so and in Tamil it is known as ‘Varma Kalai’. There are various types
of varmas, one is ‘Thodu varma’ where one has to touch certain vital spots on the body to eiher
cure or disable a person; there is the ‘Soll Varma’ where by chanting specific mantras the result
is attained like Saint Ramalingam made robbers immobile by chanting the ‘Pitchh’ mantra; then
there is the ‘Nokku varma’ where by power of sight alone persons are made immobile or even
killed like the Sufi Saint the celebrated Shaikh, Muhyi-ud-Din al-Arabi was able to arrest three
extremely tall persons (giants) circumambulating the Holy Kaaba in Mecca by mere power of
sight alone known in Arabic as ‘Habs-i-nazir’ and Swami Vivekananda was able to kill a charging
mad bull on the streets of Chicago in 1893. The Ninjas of Japan would shatter walls and
squeeze the heart of person all from a distance by suddenly expanding their ‘Kokoro’ or “secret
inner-heart” or by chanting ‘Akshara’ (Sanskrit mantras sourced from the ancient Vedas) and
making it bounce off the ‘membrane’ or the Spirit within. Were there huge birds and animals that
had become extinct for the Tamil Siddhars say that there was a huge bird that could snatch and
carry away animals that were ten times the weight of elephants known as the ‘andabahirandam’;
the ‘Kamba Ramayana’ among other texts mentions a huge snake the ‘anaicondran’ (which



seems very much like the ‘anaconda’) that literally means ‘elephant-killer’ which could swallow
an elephant; and there are stone-carvings found in ancient temples depicting an extinct
enormous gigantic dragon-like creature known as the ‘Yazhi’ (pronounced as ‘yallhi’ in Tamil)
holding in their tails elephants which seem puny in size in comparison? Do exotic plants, trees,
insects and other alien-creatures exist in the higher and lower planes as it is mentioned in Indian
texts like the Srimad Bhagavad Purana and Periapuranam and in the the Holy Quran and Hadith
another Holy book of Islam that there exists huge bird-like creatures with human heads; human-
headed serpents (known as nagas); serpent-headed persons like Saint Patanjali and three-
legged persons like Saint Brighu; single-tusked white elephant of Lord Indra the Lord of the
Angels known as ‘Iravatham’ that carried the Chera Dynasty Emperor ‘Cheraman Peruman’ to
Kailash the Ultimate heaven with Sundarar accompanying him on ‘Pancha kalyani’ a five-hued
horse; single-legged deer; ’Parijatha’ a sweet-smelling flower bearing plant brought down from
heaven to earth by Lord Krishna with heavenly-bees following…; the heavenly wish-fulfilling cow
(Kamadhenu) and wish-fulfilling tree (Karpagavrksha); ’Ul-Burraq’ a heavenly-horse that had the
body of a steed, face of a woman and tail of a peacock that carried the Holy Prophet
Mohammed beyond the seven heavens and to Ultimate Heaven…? What is really evolution, is
ours the only evolutionary-cycle taking place and if man takes only a single birth what is the
pinnacle that is to be attained and how is that only a handfull or so have evolved to that degree
of Perfection? If the yeast (The yeast which is a single-celled living organism itself contains 6000
genes and its ‘full’ DNA or genome contains 12 million units of DNA. The DNA carry the code for
6000 genes, each of varying coding sequences and fewer than half of these genes are known to
biologists and their functions remain yet to be determined…), bacteria, grass, shrub, creeper,
plant, neem-tree, bristle-cone pine, worm, ant, termite, spider, beetle, fruit-fly, butterfly, mantis,
bat, parrot, pigeon, hawk, eagle, humming-bird, artic-tern, weaver, penguin, frog, tortoise, shark,
dolphin, crocodile and hosts of life-forms attained Perfection,(even the honey-bee and its hive is
perfect according to Charles Darwin:” Beyond this stage of perfection in architecture, natural
selection could not lead; for the comb of the hive-bee, as far as we can see, is absolutely perfect
in economizing labour and wax.”) Why hasn’t man attained the exalted-state of Perfection? Are
there many cycles of creation and if so is Adam only the father of modern man?Are dreams and
visions meaningless and merely wishfull-thinking and wish-fulfillments as many like Sigmund
Freud the father of modern psychiatry and psycho-analysis say they are, or are they channels
through which messages are being received right from ancient luminaries, Prophets and more
relatively modern ones like Michelangelo, Leonardo Davinci, Mozart, Beethoven, Shakespeare,
Milton, Keats, Wordsworth, Neils Bohr, Francis Harry Crick, Bill Lear, Fritjof Capra (who saw the
‘Cosmic Dance’ of Lord Shiva – ‘Tao Of Physics’) and Walt Disney among a host of others? Is
‘Total Recall’ possible and are there “blocked-off memories” and a “collective unconsciousness”
and is man born a ‘tabula rasa’ (born with a ‘clean slate’, pure mind) as claimed by Carl Jung the
pupil of Sigmund Freud? And does the 50 letters (being the alphabets of the Sanskrit language,
Tamil, Chinese and Japanese vowel-consonants) contain the entire gamut of sounds and thus



contain all languages of the world, the languages of the beast and bird and even of alien origin
and all their texts including the ancient Vedas as claimed by Thirumoolar and therefore utilized
by Carl Sagan (the astronomer and director of NASA and SETI – Search For Extraterrestrial
Intelligence) in ‘Voyager’ a spacecraft sent by NASA and SETI for a chance encounter with alien-
intelligence? Latent extraordinary powers and talents of man have been all of a sudden and in
mysterious ways unravelled of late through ‘Acquired Savant Syndrome’,’Acquired Foreign
Accent Syndrome’ and other such syndromes worldwide like becoming in a jiffy a genius in
mathematics, music etc., and recalling unlearnt languages by receiving unexpected blows to the
head, but does Yogic-techniques like knocking the frontal cortex-area of the head and breathing-
techniques like ‘Kabbala bheti’ activate unused portions of the brain to trigger complete ‘Total
Recall’ whereby the person like a Super-Computer that contains infinite reams of knowledge,
becomes the Source of knowledge, all languages of man, beast and bird, even alien languages
and their texts are revealed to him, the “64 arts”or “branches of knowledge” unfold and even
‘Divine Wisdom’ unfolds! Does the ‘Full-Blown Yogi’ (Purna Yogi) attain the ‘Eight Great
Supernatural Powers’ (Ashtanga or Attamaha Siddhis) and attain ‘eternal youth’? Are ancient
places of worship,’Yagas’(sacrificial fire-pits), the Pyramids, Yantras (consecrated metal sheets
containing conical, triangular, swastikas and pyramid-shaped figures which could be activated)
and the ‘Chakras’ (whirling energy-vortexes and psychic-spots in the subtle bodies of man) and
the human body itself portals to other dimensions, planes and their worlds?Are there fairies,
angels, demons, titans, many gods and a hierarchy and is there an Ultimate One?Does the
world have frequent alien visits and is interstellar travel possible?Are the ‘after-death worlds’ and
‘after-death experiences’ true as claimed by Thomas Alva Edison, on the verge of death:” It is
very beautiful over there…!” and also Norman Vincent Peale, Dr.Kubler Ross and to counter this
Carl Sagan’s “Life after-death Experiences” in ‘Broca’s Brain’. What are the Ultimate building
blocks of nature if not ‘Quarks’ which according to the world reknown astro-physicist Stephen
Hawking could be? Are ‘Nada Bindu’ (‘Nada Vindhu’ in Tamil) – ‘The Eternal Sound-Light
Vibrations’, or ’The Eternal Continuum’ the Basic Building block of nature as Vedanta and the
Saiva Siddhanta Philosophy of the Tamils claim them to be? Are they the Formless aspect of the
Lord that remain firmly entrenched as the ‘Holy-Feet’ of the Lord above the crown of the head of
man? And does Whole-hearted surrender of oneself at the Holy-Feet that exists above the
‘Thousand-petalled Lotus’ (Sahasra Chakra) at the crown of the head absolve one of all sins and
both physical and Spiritual Liberation (mukti) is attained as claimed by Thirukural, true? Is a
‘Guru’ a Master (in the physical) absoulutely necessary or can a Divine personality of the astral
planes like the exalted Agasthya, Narada or Thirumoolar provide illumination as the Lord Himself
says in the Sri Shiva Rahasya? Can man become the mirror-image, an exact replica of the Lord
as claimed by Hinduism and Christianity for The Holy Bible; Rom.8.29 tells of the eternal
purpose and plan is to make believers conformed to the image of his son, who is himself the
perfect image of his father? When this question was put to Lord Rama, he directed Hanuman his
devotee to provide the answer for he had experienced the three states - Hanuman replied:” As



long as Iam bound by the body and traces of cravings and limitations remain, You are the Lord
and Iam a loyal servant; when Knowledge of the Soul (jivatmabodha) dawns in me, You are the
Perfect-One (Purna) and Iam an exact- replica, an aspect (amsa)of You; when the Soul’s
Wisdom in its entirety which is Pure Consciousness (shuddha chaitanya bodha) shines in me,
there is absolutely no difference between You and me, You are Me and Iam You.” Is the Lord
housed only in places of worship or can He be realized within the body itself as claimed by many
like Thirumoolar:”The heart is a vast Temple; the body of flesh being its enclosure …”; the Lord
Jesus who claims that the Lord is not housed in a place built of stones but in human hearts;
Maulanna Jallaludin Rumi: “If you conquer your heart, it would be like performing a great haj; one
pious pulsating-heart is better than a thousand Kaabas”. Are there relatively easy and simple
ways and techniques (known as Tantra) of attaining the various states of the Lord and can that
state be attained here and now instead of only in Ultimate Heaven?And is the Tamil
Siddhars’claim that like when ‘verdigris’ the green-rust present in copper is removed it turns into
gold, in a likewise manner the body gets transformed into the golden radiant-form of the Lord
(and therefore transcends space and time and not affected by the ‘pancha boothas’ the five
basic elements in nature or any weapon) when three ‘mayas’ (stains) of ego, residues of
innumerable past lives and illusion are removed, true? Man according to the Vedas was
programmed to live for 100,000 (hundred thousand) years in a previous era known as the ‘Kreta
yuga’, grow a 100 (hundred) feet tall and his average height was 32 feet!(The Srimad Bhagavata
and Garuda Purana also say that at the end of this present era known as the ‘Kali yuga’(which
lasts for 432,000 years of which only 5500 years or so have passed) man would be just a foot tall
and would live upto 12 years! And there is this mummy of a fully-grown 1 foot tall man that was
excavated in 1932 in the Pedro mountains 60 miles west of Casper, Wyoming in the U.S.. The
‘Hadith’ a Holy book of Islam containing anecdotes of the Holy Prophets also says that Adam
was 60 cubits or a hundred feet tall when he first landed on earth on mount Sarandip in Sri
Lanka after being banished from heaven. To substantiate this claim, the tombs of Caine and
Abel the sons of Adam and Eve still exist in a coastal-town (Rameshwaram) in Southern India
lying at the other end of ‘Adam’s bridge’ (for he walked across the ‘Adam’s bridge to India) that
connects India to Sri Lanka. The tombs are housed in a Moslem Dargah near the railway tracks
and each measure 50 to 60 feet long. Tamil Siddhars (Perfected Beings) like Bogar too have in
their texts said that “man was as tall as a fully-grown palmyra tree” which even now in ideal
conditions grows fifty to sixty feet tall. Though the Holy Bible in genesis claims (genesis also
says that there were giants on earth in those days and that Adam lived for 930 years, ancient
Indian texts like the ‘Ramayana’ and the ‘Tripura Rahasya’ of a previous era say that Lord
Rama’s father Emperor Dasaratha lived for 60,000 years and in even earlier eras man and many
a king lived for 80,000 and 100,000 years and even for hundreds of thousands of years! Could
man be re-programmed to live as many years as he did in those early eras, remain youthfull, be
immune to all diseases and could he grow to the height and stature of his choice? A recent
global study on AIDS conducted by the World Health Organisation found that prostitutes of a



particular country in Africa were immune to the HIV virus for their DNA was found to be
programmed to resist the deadly aforesaid virus just as the DNA of the mongoose is naturally
programmed to be immune to snake’s venom. And there is research going on to identify and
isolate specific genes that cause particular diseases and scientists speculate that in future man
could be genetically engineered to be immune to the 3000 diseases so far known. Issac Asimov
in ‘Change’ says that the human body is constructed of 50 trillion (fifty followed by 12 zeros) cells
of dozens of types and each again has 50 trillion atoms and that they within a life-time ‘double’
themselves seven times and then stop, could they be controlled to go on multiplying till we order
them to stop?The ‘control’ gene that causes the ageing-process as well as the growth-process
has already been identified and probably in a few decades man’s life-expectancy would be
greatly enhanced and his stature too could be controlled. But could the elixir the elusive
“fountain of youth” ever be found that would let man remain forever in his youth?‘Eternity’ or
immortallity (Chiranjivitva in Sanskrit, amarathvam in Tamil) is already programmed in man for
among the 36 ‘tattvas’ which are the ‘Principles’ or instruments that make up the subtle bodies of
man, there is the ‘Kala tattva’ or ‘Time concept’ which when yogically transcended (through
‘Yogic breathing’) and conquered, time becomes meaningless and he attains everlasting youth.
Moreover the ‘Siddhars’ or ‘Purna Yogis’ (full-blown Yogi) who are Perfected-Beings partake the
‘ambrosia’ that secretes from the ‘Chandra mandala’ or ‘Moon’s Sphere’(being the upper
regions of the head) the exact spot some claim to be the pineal-gland. The ambrosia (which is
said to leave a permanent twinge of sweetness lingering in the throat) is said to be sweeter than
honey-laced sugarcane-juice which drives off hunger and thirst permanently and causes the
body to regain youth! Like the shark and the crocodile which according to modern science
attained perfection hundreds of millions of years ago, almost all life-forms like the fruit-fly, the
dragon-fly and the humming-bird to name a few fly midflight maneouvres that amaze and stun
aeronautical-engineers and stunt-pilots; the rhinoceros beetle is able to lift a hundred times its
own weight and what is amazing is (like the Yogi) that at the time of exertion, it draws in four
times more air than it normally does; Emperor Penguins are able to dive to a depth of nearly
2000 feet into the ocean-waters at the same time slow down their heart-beat and utilization of
oxygen; the artic tern is able to migrate over 14000 kilometers over harsh-terrain and (like the
wild geese) above the Himalayas; the polar and brown bear during the harsh winter conditions
go into a sort of suspended state of animation by barely letting its heart pump and drastically
slowing down its respiration and sleep off for months at a time and more amazing is the frog
which scientists say go into that state for millions and even billions of years embedded in stone
and remain alive! Man too is said to be born Perfect for the new born baby’s breath is according
to Yogic philosophy said to be 12 inches long while ours measures 8 inches. We have a tenth
opening at the crown of our head when we are born known as the ‘brahmarandra’ in Sanskrit
and ‘brahma pugzai’ in Tamil (known to modern science as the ‘anterior fontanelle’) which
literally means the doorway or portal of the Lord. The opening gets obliterated when we are
around nine months old, until then it is soft and feels spongy to the touch. The tenth opening



leads from a secret passage starting from the upper-palate of the mouth known as ‘annakku’ or
‘unnakku’ or ‘inner-tounge’ in Tamil, through which flows ‘Prana’ (air being only the outer
manifestation that we breathe in while prana is the dynamic sum total of all forces in nature)
flows. Prana flows through the secret chamber only in new born babies and in the Yogi (the Yogi
also leaves his body through the tenth opening having predicted the exact moment of death
many months or even years earlier) and hence the breath is twelve inches long, while ours is
only eight inches long. so we lose four inches of breath for every normal breath we inhale in,
which again increases as we take on more strenuous work. When we breathe in prana through
the mystical passage, we once again turn Perfect, we are no more bound by space or time,
ambrosia or the elixir of youth flows which turns the person eternally young as the following song
of Thirumoolar who was a Siddhar or Perfected-Being of the Tamil Land (who lived for 3000
years) says in his Thirumandiram 805: “If you can send the breath twaininto the internal-tounge’s
upper-cavityYou shall not be bound by time;And the gates of nectar will open be;Graying and
wrinkling will disappearFor all to see;Youthfull will the person beThis is the Word of the Lord
Nandhi.” Modern research too confirms that the idea or feel of space-limitation is realized by the
human baby only when it is eight or nine months old, until then its feeling is of universal
pervasiveness! The scope and possiblilities that are to be attained by man is limiltless, for
though the animal too has a the mind in an undeveloped state, that of the lower or animal-mind,
and yet - a pet elephant of the Chinese Emperor ‘Gia-Long’, one of the makers of modern Indo-
China of the early 19th century ran off into the jungles of the Annamite Mountains after its
master’s demise but returned to his tomb for every death-anniversary!(from ‘Just Elephants’ by
William Baze, 1950); and Bobby man’s best friend, a faithfull dog in Glasgow, Scotland, lay
guarding his not so caring master’s grave for 14 years without fail braving rain, skeet and
snowfall! – Man with his discriminatory powers (man’s mind has four divisions – mind (manas),
intelligence (buddhi), will (citta) and ego (ahankara) is programmed to realize his divinity.Sri
Aurobindo in ‘The Synthesis Of Yoga’:” Nothing can be taught to the mind which is not already
concealed as potential knowledge in the unfolding soul of the creature, so also all perfection of
which the outer man is capable, is only a realizing of the eternal perfection of his spirit within
him. We know the Divine and become the Divine, because we are That already in our secret
nature. All teaching is a revealing, all becoming is an unfolding. Self-attainment is the secret; self-
knowledge and an increasing consciousness are the means and process.” 

Were there huge birds and animals that had become extinct for the Tamil Siddhars say that
there was a huge bird that could snatch and carry away animals that were ten times the weight
of elephants known as the ‘andabahirandam’; the ‘Kamba Ramayana’ among other texts
mentions a huge snake the ‘anaicondran’ (which seems very much like the ‘anaconda’) that
literally means ‘elephant-killer’ which could swallow an elephant; and there are stone-carvings
found in ancient temples depicting an extinct enormous gigantic dragon-like creature known as
the ‘Yazhi’ (pronounced as ‘yallhi’ in Tamil) holding in their tails elephants which seem puny in



size in comparison? Do exotic plants, trees, insects and other alien-creatures exist in the higher
and lower planes as it is mentioned in Indian texts like the Srimad Bhagavad Purana and
Periapuranam and in the the Holy Quran and Hadith another Holy book of Islam that there exists
huge bird-like creatures with human heads; human-headed serpents (known as nagas); serpent-
headed persons like Saint Patanjali and three-legged persons like Saint Brighu; single-tusked
white elephant of Lord Indra the Lord of the Angels known as ‘Iravatham’ that carried the Chera
Dynasty Emperor ‘Cheraman Peruman’ to Kailash the Ultimate heaven with Sundarar
accompanying him on ‘Pancha kalyani’ a five-hued horse; single-legged deer; ’Parijatha’ a sweet-
smelling flower bearing plant brought down from heaven to earth by Lord Krishna with heavenly-
bees following…; the heavenly wish-fulfilling cow (Kamadhenu) and wish-fulfilling tree
(Karpagavrksha); ’Ul-Burraq’ a heavenly-horse that had the body of a steed, face of a woman
and tail of a peacock that carried the Holy Prophet Mohammed beyond the seven heavens and
to Ultimate Heaven…? What is really evolution, is ours the only evolutionary-cycle taking place
and if man takes only a single birth what is the pinnacle that is to be attained and how is that only
a handfull or so have evolved to that degree of Perfection? If the yeast (The yeast which is a
single-celled living organism itself contains 6000 genes and its ‘full’ DNA or genome contains 12
million units of DNA. The DNA carry the code for 6000 genes, each of varying coding sequences
and fewer than half of these genes are known to biologists and their functions remain yet to be
determined…), bacteria, grass, shrub, creeper, plant, neem-tree, bristle-cone pine, worm, ant,
termite, spider, beetle, fruit-fly, butterfly, mantis, bat, parrot, pigeon, hawk, eagle, humming-bird,
artic-tern, weaver, penguin, frog, tortoise, shark, dolphin, crocodile and hosts of life-forms
attained Perfection,(even the honey-bee and its hive is perfect according to Charles Darwin:”
Beyond this stage of perfection in architecture, natural selection could not lead; for the comb of
the hive-bee, as far as we can see, is absolutely perfect in economizing labour and wax.”) Why
hasn’t man attained the exalted-state of Perfection? Are there many cycles of creation and if so
is Adam only the father of modern man?Are dreams and visions meaningless and merely
wishfull-thinking and wish-fulfillments as many like Sigmund Freud the father of modern
psychiatry and psycho-analysis say they are, or are they channels through which messages are
being received right from ancient luminaries, Prophets and more relatively modern ones like
Michelangelo, Leonardo Davinci, Mozart, Beethoven, Shakespeare, Milton, Keats, Wordsworth,
Neils Bohr, Francis Harry Crick, Bill Lear, Fritjof Capra (who saw the ‘Cosmic Dance’ of Lord
Shiva – ‘Tao Of Physics’) and Walt Disney among a host of others? Is ‘Total Recall’ possible and
are there “blocked-off memories” and a “collective unconsciousness” and is man born a ‘tabula
rasa’ (born with a ‘clean slate’, pure mind) as claimed by Carl Jung the pupil of Sigmund
Freud? And does the 50 letters (being the alphabets of the Sanskrit language, Tamil, Chinese
and Japanese vowel-consonants) contain the entire gamut of sounds and thus contain all
languages of the world, the languages of the beast and bird and even of alien origin and all their
texts including the ancient Vedas as claimed by Thirumoolar and therefore utilized by Carl
Sagan (the astronomer and director of NASA and SETI – Search For Extraterrestrial



Intelligence) in ‘Voyager’ a spacecraft sent by NASA and SETI for a chance encounter with alien-
intelligence? Latent extraordinary powers and talents of man have been all of a sudden and in
mysterious ways unravelled of late through ‘Acquired Savant Syndrome’,’Acquired Foreign
Accent Syndrome’ and other such syndromes worldwide like becoming in a jiffy a genius in
mathematics, music etc., and recalling unlearnt languages by receiving unexpected blows to the
head, but does Yogic-techniques like knocking the frontal cortex-area of the head and breathing-
techniques like ‘Kabbala bheti’ activate unused portions of the brain to trigger complete ‘Total
Recall’ whereby the person like a Super-Computer that contains infinite reams of knowledge,
becomes the Source of knowledge, all languages of man, beast and bird, even alien languages
and their texts are revealed to him, the “64 arts”or “branches of knowledge” unfold and even
‘Divine Wisdom’ unfolds! Does the ‘Full-Blown Yogi’ (Purna Yogi) attain the ‘Eight Great
Supernatural Powers’ (Ashtanga or Attamaha Siddhis) and attain ‘eternal youth’? Are ancient
places of worship,’Yagas’(sacrificial fire-pits), the Pyramids, Yantras (consecrated metal sheets
containing conical, triangular, swastikas and pyramid-shaped figures which could be activated)
and the ‘Chakras’ (whirling energy-vortexes and psychic-spots in the subtle bodies of man) and
the human body itself portals to other dimensions, planes and their worlds?Are there fairies,
angels, demons, titans, many gods and a hierarchy and is there an Ultimate One?Does the
world have frequent alien visits and is interstellar travel possible?Are the ‘after-death worlds’ and
‘after-death experiences’ true as claimed by Thomas Alva Edison, on the verge of death:” It is
very beautiful over there…!” and also Norman Vincent Peale, Dr.Kubler Ross and to counter this
Carl Sagan’s “Life after-death Experiences” in ‘Broca’s Brain’. What are the Ultimate building
blocks of nature if not ‘Quarks’ which according to the world reknown astro-physicist Stephen
Hawking could be? Are ‘Nada Bindu’ (‘Nada Vindhu’ in Tamil) – ‘The Eternal Sound-Light
Vibrations’, or ’The Eternal Continuum’ the Basic Building block of nature as Vedanta and the
Saiva Siddhanta Philosophy of the Tamils claim them to be? Are they the Formless aspect of the
Lord that remain firmly entrenched as the ‘Holy-Feet’ of the Lord above the crown of the head of
man? And does Whole-hearted surrender of oneself at the Holy-Feet that exists above the
‘Thousand-petalled Lotus’ (Sahasra Chakra) at the crown of the head absolve one of all sins and
both physical and Spiritual Liberation (mukti) is attained as claimed by Thirukural, true? Is a
‘Guru’ a Master (in the physical) absoulutely necessary or can a Divine personality of the astral
planes like the exalted Agasthya, Narada or Thirumoolar provide illumination as the Lord Himself
says in the Sri Shiva Rahasya? Can man become the mirror-image, an exact replica of the Lord
as claimed by Hinduism and Christianity for The Holy Bible; Rom.8.29 tells of the eternal
purpose and plan is to make believers conformed to the image of his son, who is himself the
perfect image of his father? When this question was put to Lord Rama, he directed Hanuman his
devotee to provide the answer for he had experienced the three states - Hanuman replied:” As
long as Iam bound by the body and traces of cravings and limitations remain, You are the Lord
and Iam a loyal servant; when Knowledge of the Soul (jivatmabodha) dawns in me, You are the
Perfect-One (Purna) and Iam an exact- replica, an aspect (amsa)of You; when the Soul’s



Wisdom in its entirety which is Pure Consciousness (shuddha chaitanya bodha) shines in me,
there is absolutely no difference between You and me, You are Me and Iam You.” Is the Lord
housed only in places of worship or can He be realized within the body itself as claimed by many
like Thirumoolar:”The heart is a vast Temple; the body of flesh being its enclosure …”; the Lord
Jesus who claims that the Lord is not housed in a place built of stones but in human hearts;
Maulanna Jallaludin Rumi: “If you conquer your heart, it would be like performing a great haj; one
pious pulsating-heart is better than a thousand Kaabas”. Are there relatively easy and simple
ways and techniques (known as Tantra) of attaining the various states of the Lord and can that
state be attained here and now instead of only in Ultimate Heaven?And is the Tamil
Siddhars’claim that like when ‘verdigris’ the green-rust present in copper is removed it turns into
gold, in a likewise manner the body gets transformed into the golden radiant-form of the Lord
(and therefore transcends space and time and not affected by the ‘pancha boothas’ the five
basic elements in nature or any weapon) when three ‘mayas’ (stains) of ego, residues of
innumerable past lives and illusion are removed, true? Man according to the Vedas was
programmed to live for 100,000 (hundred thousand) years in a previous era known as the ‘Kreta
yuga’, grow a 100 (hundred) feet tall and his average height was 32 feet!(The Srimad Bhagavata
and Garuda Purana also say that at the end of this present era known as the ‘Kali yuga’(which
lasts for 432,000 years of which only 5500 years or so have passed) man would be just a foot tall
and would live upto 12 years! And there is this mummy of a fully-grown 1 foot tall man that was
excavated in 1932 in the Pedro mountains 60 miles west of Casper, Wyoming in the U.S.. The
‘Hadith’ a Holy book of Islam containing anecdotes of the Holy Prophets also says that Adam
was 60 cubits or a hundred feet tall when he first landed on earth on mount Sarandip in Sri
Lanka after being banished from heaven. To substantiate this claim, the tombs of Caine and
Abel the sons of Adam and Eve still exist in a coastal-town (Rameshwaram) in Southern India
lying at the other end of ‘Adam’s bridge’ (for he walked across the ‘Adam’s bridge to India) that
connects India to Sri Lanka. The tombs are housed in a Moslem Dargah near the railway tracks
and each measure 50 to 60 feet long. Tamil Siddhars (Perfected Beings) like Bogar too have in
their texts said that “man was as tall as a fully-grown palmyra tree” which even now in ideal
conditions grows fifty to sixty feet tall. Though the Holy Bible in genesis claims (genesis also
says that there were giants on earth in those days and that Adam lived for 930 years, ancient
Indian texts like the ‘Ramayana’ and the ‘Tripura Rahasya’ of a previous era say that Lord
Rama’s father Emperor Dasaratha lived for 60,000 years and in even earlier eras man and many
a king lived for 80,000 and 100,000 years and even for hundreds of thousands of years! Could
man be re-programmed to live as many years as he did in those early eras, remain youthfull, be
immune to all diseases and could he grow to the height and stature of his choice? A recent
global study on AIDS conducted by the World Health Organisation found that prostitutes of a
particular country in Africa were immune to the HIV virus for their DNA was found to be
programmed to resist the deadly aforesaid virus just as the DNA of the mongoose is naturally
programmed to be immune to snake’s venom. And there is research going on to identify and



isolate specific genes that cause particular diseases and scientists speculate that in future man
could be genetically engineered to be immune to the 3000 diseases so far known. Issac Asimov
in ‘Change’ says that the human body is constructed of 50 trillion (fifty followed by 12 zeros) cells
of dozens of types and each again has 50 trillion atoms and that they within a life-time ‘double’
themselves seven times and then stop, could they be controlled to go on multiplying till we order
them to stop?The ‘control’ gene that causes the ageing-process as well as the growth-process
has already been identified and probably in a few decades man’s life-expectancy would be
greatly enhanced and his stature too could be controlled. But could the elixir the elusive
“fountain of youth” ever be found that would let man remain forever in his youth?‘Eternity’ or
immortallity (Chiranjivitva in Sanskrit, amarathvam in Tamil) is already programmed in man for
among the 36 ‘tattvas’ which are the ‘Principles’ or instruments that make up the subtle bodies of
man, there is the ‘Kala tattva’ or ‘Time concept’ which when yogically transcended (through
‘Yogic breathing’) and conquered, time becomes meaningless and he attains everlasting youth.
Moreover the ‘Siddhars’ or ‘Purna Yogis’ (full-blown Yogi) who are Perfected-Beings partake the
‘ambrosia’ that secretes from the ‘Chandra mandala’ or ‘Moon’s Sphere’(being the upper
regions of the head) the exact spot some claim to be the pineal-gland. The ambrosia (which is
said to leave a permanent twinge of sweetness lingering in the throat) is said to be sweeter than
honey-laced sugarcane-juice which drives off hunger and thirst permanently and causes the
body to regain youth! Like the shark and the crocodile which according to modern science
attained perfection hundreds of millions of years ago, almost all life-forms like the fruit-fly, the
dragon-fly and the humming-bird to name a few fly midflight maneouvres that amaze and stun
aeronautical-engineers and stunt-pilots; the rhinoceros beetle is able to lift a hundred times its
own weight and what is amazing is (like the Yogi) that at the time of exertion, it draws in four
times more air than it normally does; Emperor Penguins are able to dive to a depth of nearly
2000 feet into the ocean-waters at the same time slow down their heart-beat and utilization of
oxygen; the artic tern is able to migrate over 14000 kilometers over harsh-terrain and (like the
wild geese) above the Himalayas; the polar and brown bear during the harsh winter conditions
go into a sort of suspended state of animation by barely letting its heart pump and drastically
slowing down its respiration and sleep off for months at a time and more amazing is the frog
which scientists say go into that state for millions and even billions of years embedded in stone
and remain alive! Man too is said to be born Perfect for the new born baby’s breath is according
to Yogic philosophy said to be 12 inches long while ours measures 8 inches. We have a tenth
opening at the crown of our head when we are born known as the ‘brahmarandra’ in Sanskrit
and ‘brahma pugzai’ in Tamil (known to modern science as the ‘anterior fontanelle’) which
literally means the doorway or portal of the Lord. The opening gets obliterated when we are
around nine months old, until then it is soft and feels spongy to the touch. The tenth opening
leads from a secret passage starting from the upper-palate of the mouth known as ‘annakku’ or
‘unnakku’ or ‘inner-tounge’ in Tamil, through which flows ‘Prana’ (air being only the outer
manifestation that we breathe in while prana is the dynamic sum total of all forces in nature)



flows. Prana flows through the secret chamber only in new born babies and in the Yogi (the Yogi
also leaves his body through the tenth opening having predicted the exact moment of death
many months or even years earlier) and hence the breath is twelve inches long, while ours is
only eight inches long. so we lose four inches of breath for every normal breath we inhale in,
which again increases as we take on more strenuous work. When we breathe in prana through
the mystical passage, we once again turn Perfect, we are no more bound by space or time,
ambrosia or the elixir of youth flows which turns the person eternally young as the following song
of Thirumoolar who was a Siddhar or Perfected-Being of the Tamil Land (who lived for 3000
years) says in his Thirumandiram 805: “If you can send the breath twaininto the internal-tounge’s
upper-cavityYou shall not be bound by time;And the gates of nectar will open be;Graying and
wrinkling will disappearFor all to see;Youthfull will the person beThis is the Word of the Lord
Nandhi.” Modern research too confirms that the idea or feel of space-limitation is realized by the
human baby only when it is eight or nine months old, until then its feeling is of universal
pervasiveness! The scope and possiblilities that are to be attained by man is limiltless, for
though the animal too has a the mind in an undeveloped state, that of the lower or animal-mind,
and yet - a pet elephant of the Chinese Emperor ‘Gia-Long’, one of the makers of modern Indo-
China of the early 19th century ran off into the jungles of the Annamite Mountains after its
master’s demise but returned to his tomb for every death-anniversary!(from ‘Just Elephants’ by
William Baze, 1950); and Bobby man’s best friend, a faithfull dog in Glasgow, Scotland, lay
guarding his not so caring master’s grave for 14 years without fail braving rain, skeet and
snowfall! – Man with his discriminatory powers (man’s mind has four divisions – mind (manas),
intelligence (buddhi), will (citta) and ego (ahankara) is programmed to realize his divinity.Sri
Aurobindo in ‘The Synthesis Of Yoga’:” Nothing can be taught to the mind which is not already
concealed as potential knowledge in the unfolding soul of the creature, so also all perfection of
which the outer man is capable, is only a realizing of the eternal perfection of his spirit within
him. We know the Divine and become the Divine, because we are That already in our secret
nature. All teaching is a revealing, all becoming is an unfolding. Self-attainment is the secret; self-
knowledge and an increasing consciousness are the means and process.” 

And is the Tamil Siddhars’claim that like when ‘verdigris’ the green-rust present in copper is
removed it turns into gold, in a likewise manner the body gets transformed into the golden
radiant-form of the Lord (and therefore transcends space and time and not affected by the
‘pancha boothas’ the five basic elements in nature or any weapon) when three ‘mayas’ (stains)
of ego, residues of innumerable past lives and illusion are removed, true? Man according to the
Vedas was programmed to live for 100,000 (hundred thousand) years in a previous era known
as the ‘Kreta yuga’, grow a 100 (hundred) feet tall and his average height was 32 feet!(The
Srimad Bhagavata and Garuda Purana also say that at the end of this present era known as the
‘Kali yuga’(which lasts for 432,000 years of which only 5500 years or so have passed) man
would be just a foot tall and would live upto 12 years! And there is this mummy of a fully-grown 1



foot tall man that was excavated in 1932 in the Pedro mountains 60 miles west of Casper,
Wyoming in the U.S.. The ‘Hadith’ a Holy book of Islam containing anecdotes of the Holy
Prophets also says that Adam was 60 cubits or a hundred feet tall when he first landed on earth
on mount Sarandip in Sri Lanka after being banished from heaven. To substantiate this claim,
the tombs of Caine and Abel the sons of Adam and Eve still exist in a coastal-town
(Rameshwaram) in Southern India lying at the other end of ‘Adam’s bridge’ (for he walked across
the ‘Adam’s bridge to India) that connects India to Sri Lanka. The tombs are housed in a Moslem
Dargah near the railway tracks and each measure 50 to 60 feet long. Tamil Siddhars (Perfected
Beings) like Bogar too have in their texts said that “man was as tall as a fully-grown palmyra tree”
which even now in ideal conditions grows fifty to sixty feet tall. Though the Holy Bible in genesis
claims (genesis also says that there were giants on earth in those days and that Adam lived for
930 years, ancient Indian texts like the ‘Ramayana’ and the ‘Tripura Rahasya’ of a previous era
say that Lord Rama’s father Emperor Dasaratha lived for 60,000 years and in even earlier eras
man and many a king lived for 80,000 and 100,000 years and even for hundreds of thousands of
years! Could man be re-programmed to live as many years as he did in those early eras, remain
youthfull, be immune to all diseases and could he grow to the height and stature of his choice? A
recent global study on AIDS conducted by the World Health Organisation found that prostitutes
of a particular country in Africa were immune to the HIV virus for their DNA was found to be
programmed to resist the deadly aforesaid virus just as the DNA of the mongoose is naturally
programmed to be immune to snake’s venom. And there is research going on to identify and
isolate specific genes that cause particular diseases and scientists speculate that in future man
could be genetically engineered to be immune to the 3000 diseases so far known. Issac Asimov
in ‘Change’ says that the human body is constructed of 50 trillion (fifty followed by 12 zeros) cells
of dozens of types and each again has 50 trillion atoms and that they within a life-time ‘double’
themselves seven times and then stop, could they be controlled to go on multiplying till we order
them to stop?The ‘control’ gene that causes the ageing-process as well as the growth-process
has already been identified and probably in a few decades man’s life-expectancy would be
greatly enhanced and his stature too could be controlled. But could the elixir the elusive
“fountain of youth” ever be found that would let man remain forever in his youth?‘Eternity’ or
immortallity (Chiranjivitva in Sanskrit, amarathvam in Tamil) is already programmed in man for
among the 36 ‘tattvas’ which are the ‘Principles’ or instruments that make up the subtle bodies of
man, there is the ‘Kala tattva’ or ‘Time concept’ which when yogically transcended (through
‘Yogic breathing’) and conquered, time becomes meaningless and he attains everlasting youth.
Moreover the ‘Siddhars’ or ‘Purna Yogis’ (full-blown Yogi) who are Perfected-Beings partake the
‘ambrosia’ that secretes from the ‘Chandra mandala’ or ‘Moon’s Sphere’(being the upper
regions of the head) the exact spot some claim to be the pineal-gland. The ambrosia (which is
said to leave a permanent twinge of sweetness lingering in the throat) is said to be sweeter than
honey-laced sugarcane-juice which drives off hunger and thirst permanently and causes the
body to regain youth! Like the shark and the crocodile which according to modern science



attained perfection hundreds of millions of years ago, almost all life-forms like the fruit-fly, the
dragon-fly and the humming-bird to name a few fly midflight maneouvres that amaze and stun
aeronautical-engineers and stunt-pilots; the rhinoceros beetle is able to lift a hundred times its
own weight and what is amazing is (like the Yogi) that at the time of exertion, it draws in four
times more air than it normally does; Emperor Penguins are able to dive to a depth of nearly
2000 feet into the ocean-waters at the same time slow down their heart-beat and utilization of
oxygen; the artic tern is able to migrate over 14000 kilometers over harsh-terrain and (like the
wild geese) above the Himalayas; the polar and brown bear during the harsh winter conditions
go into a sort of suspended state of animation by barely letting its heart pump and drastically
slowing down its respiration and sleep off for months at a time and more amazing is the frog
which scientists say go into that state for millions and even billions of years embedded in stone
and remain alive! Man too is said to be born Perfect for the new born baby’s breath is according
to Yogic philosophy said to be 12 inches long while ours measures 8 inches. We have a tenth
opening at the crown of our head when we are born known as the ‘brahmarandra’ in Sanskrit
and ‘brahma pugzai’ in Tamil (known to modern science as the ‘anterior fontanelle’) which
literally means the doorway or portal of the Lord. The opening gets obliterated when we are
around nine months old, until then it is soft and feels spongy to the touch. The tenth opening
leads from a secret passage starting from the upper-palate of the mouth known as ‘annakku’ or
‘unnakku’ or ‘inner-tounge’ in Tamil, through which flows ‘Prana’ (air being only the outer
manifestation that we breathe in while prana is the dynamic sum total of all forces in nature)
flows. Prana flows through the secret chamber only in new born babies and in the Yogi (the Yogi
also leaves his body through the tenth opening having predicted the exact moment of death
many months or even years earlier) and hence the breath is twelve inches long, while ours is
only eight inches long. so we lose four inches of breath for every normal breath we inhale in,
which again increases as we take on more strenuous work. When we breathe in prana through
the mystical passage, we once again turn Perfect, we are no more bound by space or time,
ambrosia or the elixir of youth flows which turns the person eternally young as the following song
of Thirumoolar who was a Siddhar or Perfected-Being of the Tamil Land (who lived for 3000
years) says in his Thirumandiram 805: “If you can send the breath twaininto the internal-tounge’s
upper-cavityYou shall not be bound by time;And the gates of nectar will open be;Graying and
wrinkling will disappearFor all to see;Youthfull will the person beThis is the Word of the Lord
Nandhi.” Modern research too confirms that the idea or feel of space-limitation is realized by the
human baby only when it is eight or nine months old, until then its feeling is of universal
pervasiveness! The scope and possiblilities that are to be attained by man is limiltless, for
though the animal too has a the mind in an undeveloped state, that of the lower or animal-mind,
and yet - a pet elephant of the Chinese Emperor ‘Gia-Long’, one of the makers of modern Indo-
China of the early 19th century ran off into the jungles of the Annamite Mountains after its
master’s demise but returned to his tomb for every death-anniversary!(from ‘Just Elephants’ by
William Baze, 1950); and Bobby man’s best friend, a faithfull dog in Glasgow, Scotland, lay



guarding his not so caring master’s grave for 14 years without fail braving rain, skeet and
snowfall! – Man with his discriminatory powers (man’s mind has four divisions – mind (manas),
intelligence (buddhi), will (citta) and ego (ahankara) is programmed to realize his divinity.Sri
Aurobindo in ‘The Synthesis Of Yoga’:” Nothing can be taught to the mind which is not already
concealed as potential knowledge in the unfolding soul of the creature, so also all perfection of
which the outer man is capable, is only a realizing of the eternal perfection of his spirit within
him. We know the Divine and become the Divine, because we are That already in our secret
nature. All teaching is a revealing, all becoming is an unfolding. Self-attainment is the secret; self-
knowledge and an increasing consciousness are the means and process.” That creation,
evolution and destruction happens in never-ending cycles is acknowledged by the Vedas which
says that the Creator created the worlds and multitude of living beings as they were in the
previous cycle. Many Siddhars like Thirumoolar who were ‘Trikala Jnanis’ or Masters of the
‘three-times’ – the past, present and future, claim that they visioned the creation, sustenance
and destruction of the worlds in rotating-cycles like boiling rice revolve ceaselessly within a pot.A
Sufi Saint the celebrated Shaikh, Muhyi-ud-Din al-Arabi who possessed the power to arrest a
person by mere power of sight alone known in Arabic as ‘Habs-i-nazir’ (‘nokku varmam’ in
Tamil)once when contemplating in the vicinity of the Holy Ka’ba in Mecca saw three extremely
tall persons circumnavigating the Holy place. The Shaikh who arrested the persons who were as
tall as the Holy Ka’ba which stands about 38 feet tall asked them who they were after they
pleaded for their release, told him that they too were of human origin. When they answered that
they were thirty to forty thousand years old and when questioned again on how that could be for
it was only 6000 years since the advent of Adam, they replied that Adam that he spoke of was
only the father of modern man and that Allah had created 30 such worlds earlier and over a
hundred thousand others, and that they were of an earlier era! The four ‘mind-born’ sons
(manasa puthra) of the Creator flew down to Earth from the ‘fifth-heaven’ (the Holy Bible too
mentions of the apostle Paul having a vision of the fifth-heaven) after receiving direct initiation
from the Primal Lord in ‘fiery chariots’ (Agni ratha) millions of years ago landed on a great mass
of land that lay below India, extended in the south all the way to Australia and New Zealand,
Africa in the east and America in the west which later came to be known as the ‘Gondwana land’
and/or the ‘Lemuria continent’ (The news agency ‘NASA’(from Washington) in its May 27, 1984
edition on “India – the oldest country on earth”:” About 180 million years ago, there was only one
continent,(that is, one vast expanse of land) in the whole world, and that was called
‘PANGEEYA’, which began to break up as years rolled on. The land that is India, about 60 million
years ago was a very big island by the side of Africa. Later that island too, moved slowly towards
Asia, and, removing China from its place further eastwards, joined itself with Asia. That island is
the India of the present day. About 120 million years ago, another expanse of land which had
been joined to India by name ‘GONDHWANA’, separated itself, and from it South America,
Africa, Australia and Antartica were born. So the present expeditions to Antartica are, so much
as to say, only to a part of India. Only from India, all other continents and countries moved away



and formed themselves into separate countries as at present.”) And ‘fast-forwarded’ the
evolutionary-process. The four holy men stayed on earth for more than 400,000 years and
among them Lord Sanarkumara is said to be a youth of 18 years for eternity. The Prophet
Ezekiel’s vision of God mentioned in the Holy Bible seems remarkably similar for it clearly
mentions the landing of a flying-craft which has four beings within and it mentions too that they
had ‘four-faces’ and in all ancient Indian texts the Creator is mentioned as ‘Nanmukan’ or the
‘Four-faced One’. Like in Hinduism, Judaism too has a thousand Holy Names of the Lord
(though like almost all religions claim that there is only One Ultimate God) some were
considered too holy to be even uttered, one among the names is ‘EL SHADDAI’ and one of its
meanings is “The One with the golden-locks”(blonde hair) and one Name of the Lord in Tamil is
‘SHEN SHADDIYON’, which literally means “One with golden-red colored fiery locks”! Apart
from the body, mind and subtle-bodies the real actual person is the Self or the Soul that is ever
present within when the person is alive and leaves along with the subtle and spiritual bodies
when the body after death taking birth again and again gaining experiences, earning merits and
de-merits, exhausting them in the process, evolving and finally getting physical and spiritual
liberation.Plato and Socrates on successive births: Plato:” Life in the universe would have gone
out of existence if there were no succeeding births.”Socrates:” If death had been only the end of
all, the wicked would have had a bargain in dying; for they would have been happily quit not only
of those bodies but of their own evil together with their souls. But now in as much as the soul is
manifestly immortal there is no release or salvation from evil, except attainment of the highest
virtues and wisdom.” Man is on the top-most rung in the ladder that is his evolutionary-cycle, he
takes precisely eighty-four thousand (84,000) births (according to the Lord Himself in the ‘Sri
Shiva Rahasya’), starting from the five basic elements, to single celled living beings, tograss,
shrubs, plants, trees, insects, reptiles, birds, fish, animals, domestic-animals and finally man
over billions of years. Man evolves over 6000 births (in the human-form alone), taking birth at
first among cannibals, savages, rapists, sadists, thieves, robbers and murderers, after much
suffering and torment, he starts to hate wickedness and violence and yearns for peace,
contentment and love towards all living beings and thus takes birth amidst like-minded people
and further evolves. He finally realizes that he is still a prisoner ensnared in desires, lusts and
cravings. He has to transcend hates and likes, the beautifull and ugly, good and bad, the “pair of
opposites” for de-merits or sins shackles one in iron-chains while merits earn him golden-chains.
Performing good deeds and showing love to all beings without expecting anything in return only
ensures total freedom as taught by Lord Krishna to the warrior-prince Arjuna on the battle-field in
the Bhagavad Gita and by the Tamil Siddhar (Perfected Being) Thiruvalluvar who in his
Thirukural further says that no more sufferings are there for the one who transcends the pair of
opposites, performs penance (tapas or thavam) which are actions or duties without yearning for
the fruits of his labor that eradicates impurities and therefore re-writes his own destiny (“Thavam
seyvaar thum karmam seyvaar…”)!There are eighteen evolutionary-cycles including that of man
evolving simultaneously like that of the angels, demons, titans known as



‘Devas’,’Asuras’,’Rakshasas’ etc., going on in various planes and dimensions in what is known
as ‘224 bhuvanas’ or global-constellations. Each cycle is ensnared in its own space-time, for
example a day-time for the angels is equal to one earth-year and a day-time alone of Lord
Brahma the Creator is 4.32 billion earth-years!There are 14 planes in what is known as the 7
“upper worlds” and 7 “lower worlds” containing countless universes, while our world, the solar-
system and the universe being the lowest-plane in the upper-worlds.Man takes birth in the other
evolutionary cycles also and thus has the qualities of not only the plant, the snake, deer, rabbit,
fox etc., but also that of the angel (who is naturally wise, docile and good) and of the demon and
titan who are dull and filled with jealousy, lust and anger. Only man has the capability to evolve
further and attain liberation for only he possesses the mind in a fully developed state and can
thus discriminate, transcend the lower-mind that is related to the animal or serpentine-brain (the
medulla oblongata that modern research says governs basic but vital functions like the
breathing-process and functioning of the heart etc.,) activate the higher-mind (and the higher-
regions of the brain) which according to the Yogi and Siddhar is the realm of infinite possibilities
and from where orders are issued when the breathing turns slow and deep and even stops, for
such a perfected person stopping even functioning of the heart and keeping the body in a sort of
suspended state of animation is also a possibility.Such a person can defy death (Trilinga Swami
used to meditate continuously for six months at a time under the deep-waters of the river
Ganges and Sadasiva Brahmendra once while in a state of Samadhi on the banks of the river
Kaveri was covered suddenly by mud when the river ran in spate and was uncovered accidently
when a farmer’s plough struck his buried head months later, though bleeding profusely the Yogi
simply walked-off!) and consciously leave his body at the time of his reckoning and this is known
as ‘iccha mrityu’ in Sanskrit and the “art of deathlessness” is known as ‘sahakalai’ in Tamil. Some
perfected beings attain the state of Samadhi and leave the physical body behind which would
never ever decompose and if needed in future, he himself or another elevated soul could re-
enter the body and function for the welfare of one and all like Adi Sankara, Thirumoolar, Shirdi
Sai Baba and many others did.Some Yogis attain the state of ‘Jiva Samadhi’ in which by ‘internal
breathing’ (“ullh moochi” in Tamil) the breath is made to rise by yogic-means through the
‘sushumna nadi’ which is the most vital astral-nerve (even more than the left and right nostril-
breath known in Yoga as the sun and moon for they possess those qualities and yin and yang to
the Chinese) that passes through the spinal column from the base of the spine right up to the
crown of the head, connecting all the ‘Chakras’ which are psychic-centres and energy-vortexes
and piercing a secret and mystical-cavity lying between the ‘inner-tounge’ (‘Unnakku’ or
‘annakku’ in Tamil) and the crown of the head whereby the body is kept alive for eons if
necessary.Some persons de-materialize after having attained the golden radiant-form (the body
of Light known as ‘Jyotir maya deha’ in Sanskrit and ‘Jnana deham’ (Wisdom Body) or ‘ollhi udal’
in Tamil) that is available only after final-death and in ‘Ultimate’ Heaven. Few persons have de-
materialized and some even in the presence of many onlookers like Mira, Andal, Pattinathar,
Lord Chaitanya and Saint Ramalingam who disappeared in 1872. The person who consciously



transcends the confines of the physical and literally crosses or breaks the ‘Universe-body
barrier’ (“Anda kosa yellai” according to Thiruvarur Rathinasabapathy Pillai in his
‘Thiruvasagamum Sivaraja Yogamum’) which is a ultra-subtle barrier that exists 12 inches or so
above the head and surrounds the body is a ‘Purna Yogi’ or a full-blown Yogi, a Perfected Being
who transcends both Space and Time, becomes ageless, attains all knowledge and Divine
Wisdom and could be at any point in space or at various points as he wishes and fancies. The
timeless Vedas as well as many ancient Indian texts and the Siddhars and Yogis of india have
claimed that man’s true nature is the Divine (‘Tat Tvam Assi’ – “That thou art” and Thirumoolar’s
Thirumandiram:” Jiva (the individual Soul) and Siva are no different”).”Many of the Apostles of
Jesus Christ (who himself was Perfect) did attain almost the perfect-state for the apostle Paul
was bit by a poisonous viper and the poison did not affect him in the least as foretold by Jesus in
the Holy Bible, Mark 17-18 that they will pick up snakes…and when they drink deadly poison it
would not affect them. And when the Lord asked the apostles to go and preach to the world the
words that he had said, they in turn asked how they could since different people spoke various
unknown languages, Jesus said that the Holy Spirit would enter their tounges and they would be
able to speak in those new languages, and it happened like that!Later on saints like Anthony of
Padua were able to ‘Teleport’ and appear in two places at the same time, make even other
people levitate and make animals, birds and fish listen to his holy sermons.Imams of ancient Iran
had like Elijah de-materialized and Sufi saints like Moulanna Jalladun Rumi and Manzur attained
enlightenment and the latter who had claimed ‘Anal haq!’ or “Iam the Truth” was cut to pieces on
the orders of the Badshah, but the cut pieces continued to claim ‘anal haq’, even when the flesh
and bones were burnt, the ashes are said to have repeatedly claimed the same words



LightVisionary, “One of the most amazing books I have read!. An amazing book that unfolds like
a spiritual "Ripley's Believe it or not". Each page has ceaseless narratives and info of
mindblowing spiritual information that dazzles. The author's genius shines in this intense layout
of a series of analysis taken from all religions and cultures across the globe and stringing them
into a format that led me to gasp at the enormity of the 'other' that we rarely speak or hear about.
I highly recommend this book to anyone seeking the greater truth or simply wishing to explore
the mystical end of spirituality.”

Sujeeth, “When the seeker is ready the cosmic guru appears in front. An empirical skeptic work
in the field of mysticism, there robust platonicicity with spectical analysis which might be tawk for
experimental or for speculations of modern science.. yet with empirical correlations if we are
lucky enough with grace of the great Siddha guruparampara we may unlock the secret ( secret is
nothing that is concealed but that thing which cannot to comprihent with sence, mind , will and
intellect )The work really explores the authentic, pragmatic, spectacular obsevarion and analysis
of various domains of religious, cultural, racial, ethenic, geographic relams of various
civilizations with relation to spiritual trandence.The work is suitable to those who had already
submitted fully to the whole divinity with out scepticism ( sharanagathi - bakthi ) or to those who
can open mindly accept what limitation of mordern scientific analysis can comprehent with logic
reasoning , not because the subject of work is imcapable, but the field of this books factual
analysis is far beyond of cognitive or conative explanations to the evulutionary status of normal
man.To the last but never the least,, we really want to thank Sree Suresh Hariramsait and the
great siddha guruparampara to bring out such an epitom of siddha shiva pathway to the
understanding of lay mans intellect ..Myself personally got the answers of many questions which
i was seeking for last 10 to 12 years ,,, for which i express my sincier and humble gratitude for
the same to author and the great siddha guruparamparaI strongly recomment this noble work to
those who seek excellation to higher dimesions .. the rest is our bliss”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice. Nice book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Four Stars. Good”

The book by James L. Wakefield has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5 people have provided feedback.
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